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Hugh and Serena Hallam have made the
decision to leave everything they knew in
Charleston behind them, hoping to create a
stable, productive home for themselves and
their three children in the near-wilderness
of West Tennessee. Though now war may
loom on the horizon, life at Palmyra is
good, for both themselves andthey
believetheir slaves.Hugh is convinced that
reasonable men of good will with a tolerant
respect for their countrymen might yet
prevail against the increasingly tense
atmosphere that is dividing the two
American cultures. Capable and practical,
he is nevertheless considered by his
neighbors to be an idealist, with
progressive notions concerning the science
of agriculture and the requirements of
Southern commerce, an ambivalent attitude
toward slavery, and a confidence about the
way things should be done. But when
events move their entire world toward
destruction, Hughs values are put to the
test, with only his surpassing love for
Serena and his belief in himself to possibly
sustain him.Hallams War is the saga of one
mans struggle to defend his family, his
neighbors and his honor, and of the moral
compromises forced upon an otherwise
good man caught in a maelstrom that
leaves him no acceptable choices. A man
of remarkable resilience, resourcefulness
and contradictions, Hugh must learn to face
his own conscience with as much courage
as he displays at Shiloh. Ultimately, Hugh
and Serena confront the reality surrounding
their relationships with their neighbors and
with their slaves. If neither of them is
completely transformed, each takes a step
toward a new understanding.Elisabeth
Payne Rosens near-epic debut is
thoughtful, authentic and carefully
researched. From Nashville and Memphis
to Richmond, Charleston and Washington
D.C., and across the bloody battlefields of
Shiloh and Bull Run, Rosen brings vividly
to life a heart-rending tale that resonates
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with deep personal grief shot through with
moments of beauty and joy. In the end,
there is hope for reconciliation among us
all, even in the face of all the struggles that
lie ahead.
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Hallams War by Elisabeth Payne Rosen - Fantastic Fiction Find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for
Hallams War at . Read honest and unbiased product reviews from our users. Images for Hallams War Rosen, a
deacon in the Episcopal church and a hospital chaplain, delivers an auspicious debut set during the Civil War. Serena
Hallam, the Hallams War by Elisabeth Payne Rosen, Paperback - Barnes & Noble Hallams War Our Books
Unbridled Books Hallams War has 71 ratings and 10 reviews. Bobby said: A rare 5-star but in all fairness I am biased a
bit toward Civil War novels. This one ranks right Hallams War eBook: Elisabeth Payne Rosen: : Kindle The
American Civil War looms and then bursts into flame during this debut novel. Initially set on the West Tennessee farm
of the Hallam family, the story moves Hallams War - Historical Novels Event address: The Fountain Bookstore, Inc.
1312 E Cary St Historic Shocko. 23219-4118 Richmond. us. Hallams War Cover Image Hallams War eBook by
Elisabeth Payne Rosen - 9781101458020 Hallams War by Elisabeth Payne Rosen - book cover, description,
publication history. Reading Guide PDF - Unbridled Books Elisabeth Rosen has given us such a story in HALLAMS
WAR. We watch men and women forever transformed by war and sorrow. Rosens story beautifully : Customer
Reviews: Hallams War Though now war may loom on the horizon, life at Palmyra is good, for both themselves
Hallams War is the saga of one mans struggle to defend his family, his Hallams War by Elisabeth Payne Rosen
Reviews, Discussion Hallams War: : Elisabeth Payne Rosen: Fremdsprachige : Hallams War.: First Edition.
Hardcover. Signed by the author, Elizabeth Payne Rosen on the title page. Signed only - no other names, writing,
http:///hallamswar.html 1 Reading Guide for 1. Reading Guide for Hallams War by Elisabeth Payne Rosen. About
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the Book. Hugh and Serena Hallam are a loving couple made for a life of simple splendor. Hallams War: Elisabeth
Payne Rosen: 9781932961492: Amazon An acclaimed, sweeping historical novel set during the Civil War, with one
steadfast couple at its core. It is 1859, and Hugh and Serena Hallam have left Hallams War - Google Books Result 1.
Reading Guide for Hallams War by Elisabeth Payne Rosen. About the Book. Hugh and Serena Hallam are a loving
couple made for a life of simple splendor. Hallams War - Elisabeth Payne Rosen - Google Books An acclaimed,
sweeping historical novel set during the Civil War, with one steadfast couple at its core. It is 1859, and Hugh and Serena
Hallam have left Hallams War Our Books Unbridled Books Rosen, a deacon in the Episcopal church and a hospital
chaplain, delivers an auspicious debut set during the Civil War. Serena Hallam, the beautiful daughter Hallams War
(ebook) Adobe ePub, Elisabeth Payne The Paperback of the Hallams War by Elisabeth Payne Rosen at Barnes &
Noble. FREE Shipping on $25 or more! Elisabeth Payne Rosen Discusses and Signs Her Civil War Novel Elisabeth
Payne - Hallams War jetzt kaufen. ISBN: 9780425228463, Fremdsprachige Bucher - Historisch. Hallams War by
Elisabeth Payne Rosen Review Historical Novels The Paperback of the Hallams War by Elisabeth Payne Rosen at
Barnes & Noble. FREE Shipping on $25 or more! Praise for Hallams War - Elisabeth Payne Rosen Elizabeth Rosen
has given us such a story in Hallams War. We watch men and women forever transformed by war and sorrow. Rosens
story beautifully draws HALLAMS WAR - Reading Group Choices It is 1859, and Hugh and Serena Hallam have left
Charleston society behind to build a new life for themselves and their three children in the near-wilderness of Hallams
War - Hallams War [Elisabeth Payne Rosen] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Hugh and Serena Hallam
have made the decision to leave Hallams War - Elisabeth Payne Rosen - Google Books Information on Elisabeth
Payne Rosens book, Hallams War, published by Unbridled Books. HALLAM/S WAR: : Libros An acclaimed,
sweeping historical novel set during the Civil War, with one steadfast couple at its core. It is 1859, and Hugh. :
Hallams war (9780425228463) : Elisabeth Author Elizabeth Payne Rosens novel Hallams War is a wonderful
treatment of a problem unresolved by the civil war and reconstruction in 19th century Hallams War by Elisabeth
Payne Rosen Hallams War Ebook. An acclaimed, sweeping historical novel set during the Civil War, with one
steadfast couple at its core. It is 1859, and Hugh and Serena Hallams War. by Rosen, Elizabeth Payne.: Unbridled
Books, Denver An acclaimed, sweeping historical novel set during the Civil War, with one steadfast couple at its core.
It is 1859, and Hugh and Serena Hallam Hallams War: Elisabeth Payne Rosen: : Libros An acclaimed, sweeping
historical novel set during the Civil War, with one steadfast couple at its core. It is 1859, and Hugh and Serena Hallam
have left
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